
Desriptive Set Theory and AbsolutenessLet E be an analyti or o-analyti equivalene relation.E an haveCountably many lasses (small)Unountably many but no perfet set of lasses (medium)A perfet set of lasses (large)The seond ase does not our if E is o-analyti.In the third ase, E an be either smooth, Borel non-smooth ornon-Borel.General Question. How absolute are these properties?A property is persistent if it ontinues to hold in outer models. It isabsolute if it and its negation are persistent.



Desriptive Set Theory and AbsolutenessProposition(a) For analyti equivalene relations, smallness, mediumness,largeness, smoothness and Borelness are Σ13, Π13, Σ12, Σ13 and Σ13,respetively. So all exept possibly mediumness are persistent andlargeness is absolute. For o-analyti equivalene relations, they are
Σ12, vauous, Π12, Σ13 and Σ13, respetively. So all are persistent andboth smallness and largeness are absolute.(b) For analyti equivalene relations, mediumness is not persistent,and smallness, smoothness and Borelness are not absolute. Foro-analyti equivalene relations, smoothness and Borelness are notabsolute.() For orbit equivalene relations, smallness is Σ12 and thereforeboth smallness and mediumness are absolute.(a): Just write it down.



Desriptive Set Theory and Absoluteness(b): Here and in other proofs below we use master odes.x is a master ode if x odes the �rst-order theory of some Lα. Theset of master odes is Π11, wellordered by ≤T and in L unountable.For the analyti ase onsiderxEy i� x , y ompute the same master odesThen E is analyti and medium in L, but small after ωL1 is ollapsed.So mediumness is not persistent and smallness, smoothness andBorelness are not absolute for analyti equivalene relations.For the o-analyti ase onsider:



Desriptive Set Theory and AbsolutenessxEy i� x , y are both master odes or x = yThen E is o-analyti, non-Borel in L, but smooth after ωL1 isollapsed. So neither smoothness nor Borelness is absolute foro-analyti equivalene relations.() (Orbit relations): An analyti equivalene relation with onlyBorel lasses is tame if there is a funtion with Σ12 graph thatprodues a Borel ode for [x ]E from x in all outer models. For tamerelations, smallness is Σ12 (not just Σ13) and therefore absolute; aslargeness is also absolute it follows that mediumness is absolute.Beker observed that orbit equivalene relations are tame.Question. Are smoothness and Borelness absolute for orbitequivalene relations?



Desriptive Set Theory and AbsolutenessSizes of lassesAn E -lass an beCountable (small)Unountable with no perfet subset (medium)With a perfet subset (large)The seond ase does not our if E is analyti.In the third ase, the E -lass an be either Borel or non-Borel.Regarding possible sizes of lasses:



Desriptive Set Theory and AbsolutenessTheorem(a) An analyti equivalene relation is either large or has a largelass.(b) There is an analyti equivalene relation whih is not large andhas only non-Borel lasses.() (SDF-Törnquist, inspired by Clinton and helped by Ben) In Lthere is a o-analyti equivalene relation with only medium lasses.(a): Ben gave me this argument. Let E be an analyti equivalenerelation. If E is meager then E is large by Myielski. Otherwise Ehas a non-meager lass by Kuratowski-Ulam, and this lass is large.



Desriptive Set Theory and Absoluteness(b): De�ne a relation E on �nite sequenes (x0, . . . , xn−1) of realsas follows: Suppose m is at most n. Then
(x0, ..., xm−1)E (y0, ..., yn−1) i�
(y0, ..., yn−1)E (x0, ..., xm−1) i�1. For all i < m, (xi , yi ode isomorphi linear orders or neitherbelongs to WO).2. For i in [m, n), yi is not in WO.Then E is an analyti equivalene relation (must hek transitivity).Eah E -lass is non-Borel as for any (x0, ..., xn−1)
{x | (x0, ..., xn−1)E (x0, ..., xn−1, x)} = ∼ WOMoreover E is has ω1 lasses absolutely, and therefore has noperfet set of lasses.



Desriptive Set Theory and Absoluteness(): Suppose G is an unountable thin Π11 subgroup of (R ,+).Then the orbit equivalene relation indued by G on R has thedesired property.To get suh a group G , argue as follows:Let C be a perfet Π01 set of linearly independent reals and (usingV = L) hoose P to be an unountable thin Π11 subset of C .Let G be the group generated by P under +.Then G is Π11: Any nonzero element of the group generated by Chas a unique deomposition as a linear ombination (with integeroe�ients) of inreasing elements of C . So this deomposition isHyp in x and we get: x belongs to G i� x = 0 or x is a linearombination of reals Hyp in x whih belong to P ; this is Π11.G is thin as its ardinality is that of P , at most ω1 absolutely.



Desriptive Set Theory and AbsolutenessHow absolute is it to have a lass of a ertain type?Proposition(a) For analyti equivalene relations, to say that a lass is small,Borel is ∆12, Σ13, respetively. So having a small lass or a large lassis absolute and having a Borel lass is persistent. For o-analytiequivalene relations, to say that a lass is small, medium, large,Borel is Σ13, Π13, Σ12, Σ13, respetively. So having a small lass or aBorel lass is persistent and having a large lass is absolute.(b) For medium or large analyti equivalene relations, having aBorel lass is not absolute and having a non-Borel lass is notpersistent.() For o-analyti equivalene relations, having a small lass or aBorel lass is not absolute and having a medium or non-Borel lassis not persistent.



Desriptive Set Theory and Absoluteness(a): Just write it down, exept need Ben's observation thatlargeness of lasses is not only Π12 but also Σ12: [x ]E is unountablei� there is a ontinuous injetion from a omeager subset of Cantorspae into [x ]E .(b): As in the Asger-Ben-Clinton-Sy example, let C be a perfet Π01set of linearly independent reals but now let G be the groupgenerated by a Σ11 subset A of C whose omplement in C ismedium in L. For the large ase, take the omplement of A in C tobe the union of a large set and a medium set in L.(): Use the Asger-Ben-Clinton-Sy o-analyti relation whih in Lhas only medium lasses. After ollapsing ωL1 eah of its lasses issmall.



Desriptive Set Theory and AbsolutenessNot overed by previous Proposition:Is having only Borel lasses persistent for analyti equivalenerelations? Is having only small, only large or only Borel lassespersistent for o-analyti equivalene relations?Finally, we an ask if the notions above whih are stritly Σ1n or Π1nfor some n are omplete for that projetive lass. For example:Question. Is having only ountably many lasses a Σ13 ompleteproperty of a ode for an analyti equivalene relation?



Desriptive Set Theory and Absoluteness: AddendumThe Spetor relation is xESpey i� ωx1 = ω
y1 .The wellorder relation is xEwoy i� x , y ode isomorphi linearorders or x , y ode illfounded linear orders.E almost Borel-redues to F if there is a Borel funtion whihredues E to F exept on the reals of ountably many E -lasses.Theorem(William Chan, independently) (a) Ewo almost Borel-redues to theSpetor relation if 0# exists but not in set-generi extensions of L.(b) Isomorphism on the ountable models of a ounterexample toVaught's onjeture does not almost Borel-redue to the Spetorrelation in set-generi extensions of L.Thanks! I hope that you �nd absoluteness interesting!


